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Frederic William Gaisberg



Matrix Series suffixed a/b/c, recorded by Frederick William Gaisberg et al.

Introduction.

The files contained on this disc cover the bulk of the recording activities of Fred Gaisberg from 1900 to
1919.   When Johnson’s  all-wax recording system was introduced to replace the old zinc engraving
process the old sequence of numbering matrixes was discontinued.  This old zinc sequence had started
with matrix No 1 in November, 1898 and had reached No 4523 by the 11 th of June, 1900, after which
only  4524 to 4557 were made in Milan and half of these were unissued.

However, by the beginning of May, 1900, a start had been made on the cutting of all-wax recordings and
the first of these which has been traced carries the number J520 and the date 1 st May, 1900.  The letter J
was used at first to indicate that the all-wax Johnson process had been used but it was soon decided that
for the protection of sales of the earlier zincs, the J should be omitted and this was done.  The highest
number showing the J seems to be matrix J681, the last to be cut in London before Fred departed for
Italy.  It seems probable that, for some unknown reason, the series started at J500, since no earlier traces
have been discovered and it is unlikely that as many as 500 tests were needed.

There are, perhaps not surprisingly, no “Weekly Returns” or reports of records made during each week
and no matrix lists are extant at EMI.  Whatever ledgers were used to contain details of records issued to
the public were probably thrown away in the reorganisation of 1904, since none survives.  Information
on this part of the series has had to be obtained by an examination of pressings, of which there is a
substantial collection in the Archive.  It has been noticed, however, that when a new version of a record
was made, the shellac pressing of the older version was not retained.  Over the years a quite considerable
number of collectors have supplied details of early Berliners, a substantial number from Paul Charosh of
New York and from Peter Adamson of St Andrews but also many from other sources, mostly individuals
but including a few institutions such as the Science Museum in London.  These additions often show
markings different from those in the Archive and so allow the filling of some of the many gaps in the
series.  There is no doubt that yet more unreported variant matrix numbers will continue to be found in
collections, although it is improbable that every gap will be filled.

Fairly  precise  dating  for  Fred’s  visits  to  Milan  and  Naples  has  been  obtained  from  surviving
correspondence, and it is interesting to note that after his final recording in Milan, on 15 th July, he was
already at work in Paris the very next day, suggesting an overnight journey by sleeping car express..  At
this point the suffix letter x appears in several places in the series and seems to indicate that the x-matrix
was a second take of the same number, since sometimes both takes were issued.  The Paris session also
includes  the  recordings  by  the  Kawakame  Troupe  of  Japanese  artists  who  performed  at  the  Paris
Exhibition of 1900 and whose records seem to have made a successful reappearance in Japan when
issued there on CD a year ago.

Back in London we find, on 15th October, 1900 the first noticed use of the term Copy Matrix.  A Copy
Matrix was one which was made, not from a wax original but from a carefully manufactured shellac
pressing, treated exactly as if it were a wax original and mastered in the same way.  It seems from
correspondence with a complaining dealer,  that if the dealer returned pressings which he considered
unsatisfactory he would be resupplied with new records which did not bear the mark CO, and which, it
was hoped, would be entirely satisfactory.  This remark hints at possibilities but does not give a clear
explanation of the reasons behind the manufacture of such copies in the first place.



Since in the English Catalogue (not yet published) there are very few records whose matrix numbers are
still unknown, it seems that most of the sometimes substantial gaps in the early part of the series belong
to recordings which were considered unsatisfactory either for artistic or for technical reasons and which
were destroyed and not issued.  It is not difficult to imagine what sort of material filled these gaps but it
would be quite unacceptable to interpolate imagined entries since the matrix list is merely a record of
work in progress and has no inherent logical structure.

Fred’s visit to Russia in March, 1901 brings another puzzle, though this time not one for which the
Gramophone can be blamed.  Readers will notice that in this session, many of the entries are italicised.  I
am afraid I simply cannot remember the significance of this, unless it meant that the entries had not been
checked against a printed catalogue.  However, as it has already been explained that these files represent
my working notebooks and not a definitive listing of the matrix series, the italics have been left in place.

Fred’s  return  from  Russia  to  London  in  April,  1901  marked  a  new  and  important  stage  in  the
development of recording techniques.  The Company had received a new recording machine, larger and
more powerful than the old one, and which was capable of handling ten-inch wax blanks.  It is said that
the first  ten-inch waxes were cut  on 8 th April  and thereafter recordings of both sizes were made as
required.  Numbering of the seven-inch matrixes simply continued from 2700 but a new series was
begun for the new size, starting this time at 100.  As there were still three years to go before the series
received their final lettering, the matrix numbers show instead the initials of the expert who used them.
Fred, as the senior, wrote G or FG or FWG, whichever he fancied.  When his brother Will arrived, Will
wrote G2 or WG or WCG and W Sinkler Darby used D while in London learning to use the new machine,
although in his own later series elsewhere he used the letters B for seven-inch and x for ten-inch records
(B indicated the wax process and distinguished seven-inch records from those lettered  A, which were
zincs).  The letter n (or N or nB or NB or even “new”) also makes an appearance and seems to stand for
“new Berliner”, i.e. wax process instead of zinc.

The next major development came in February, 1903 and was the introduction of the twelve-inch record.
Fred Gaisberg happened to the in the Far East so the organisation of the Italian session of November and
December, 1902 was put into the hands of Will Gaisberg and of Belford Royal.  At this point the seven-
inch series had reached about 5189 so a block of numbers beginning at 5500 was reserved for Milan.
The ten-inch series had reached 2759, so a corresponding block beginning at 2800 was also reserved for
Milan.  Why such reservations were made is difficult to say.  It seems the purpose may have been to
allow records to be made in London while Will was absent, but since Will took Royal with him to Milan
it also seems that London did not have an expert on hand, and so could make no records until Will and
Royal returned.  Since “numbers” in the eyes of the Company had an almost  mystic value,  unused
numbers could not simply be “thrown away” so the gaps left at the time were filled in later (most of
them!).  The resulting tangle has been sorted out in the files which follow but the details will probably be
of little interest to most people.

In February, 1903 the first recordings were made of the voice of Francesco Tamagno, creator of the role
of Verdi’s Otello.  This was seen as an event of major importance and some thirty ten-inch waxes were
cut together with about a dozen of a new twelve-inch size, being used for the first time.  Once again a
new numerical series was begun for the new size (starting this time with No 10) and lettered in the usual
way, with W2 and R showing the presence of Will Gaisberg and Royal, plus the initials FT written by the
singer himself to legitimise the claim that they were genuine.



There was another minor shambles the following month, when Will and Royal went off to Amsterdam to
make records.  Fred returned home at the beginning of April – and promptly reused all the numbers
already given to the Amsterdam material.  This was sorted out by adding the word  DUTCH to every
Amsterdam matrix.  In spite of these minor errors the system was working quite well, with basically four
inputs to the Hanover factory – Fred and Will in London, Darby in Berlin, Franz Hampe also in Berlin
and elsewhere and finally Paris, which simply attached the letter F to every record made, regardless of
size.  The fact that it was an ad hoc system which could be changed at any time was of little importance
in early 1903, but that comfortable situation was soon to change.

In 1903  The Gramophone Company decided to remove the annoying competition coming from their
rivals, The International Zonophone Company, by buying out Zonophone and using it as a cheap label.
The results of that move had unexpected ramifications which are dealt with elsewhere.  But so far as
matrix identification was concerned it complicated matters so much that the whole situation had to be
rethought from scratch.  At first, each expert was given a new set of letters for use with new Zonophone
matrixes;  then,  after  a  few months,  these  were  changed.   The  short-lived  intruduction  of  five-inch
records produced yet another system.  One can imagine the annoyance all this must have caused to the
management of the Hanover factory.

No one knows for sure who was responsible for the resulting reorganisation which sorted out almost all
the problems and which lasted from 1904 until 1921, but it is thought that the credit may belong to Will
Gaisberg who was not only a recording expert but who also had major management responsibilities in
the recording department on which of course, the entire future wellbeing of the Company depended.
The effect on the London series was quite simple.  Fred Gaisberg, as the senior expert in the Company
was allocated the indicating letters a,  b and c, which in future he would add, as appropriate, to every
wax matrix he cut.   Will  Gaisberg’s work was separated from Fred’s and in future would carry the
indicating letters d, e and f, and similar changes were made for all the other experts.

There  were,  of  course,  minor occasions when variations occurred.   Fred would sometimes work in
collaboration with another expert, for example, with Hancox in Italy, and would letter a few waxes with
Hancox’s mark instead of his own.  When this happened there was usually a mention in the files and
such cases have been noted when found.  In later years Fred also made substantial contributions to the
Head Office matrix series which showed the prefix  HO and,  in Fred’s case,  the suffix  b or  c.   He
continued to record beyond 1919 and many examples of his work can be found in the 1921 to 1929
Bb/Cc matrix series made in London but not specifically by any one expert.

The files which follow are therefore not to be thought of as a complete list of Fred Gaisberg’s recordings
for the Gramophone Company, and they are certainly not complete in every detail.  There are, of course,
the gaps and the places where the data is incomplete or has not received all the attention it requires.
Thus most of the Arabic material needs attention although even if completed, the full details might not
mean very much to most readers.  However, it would be perfectly possible for any Arab scholar with an
interest  in  folk  music  to  examine  the  collection  of  catalogues  from Cairo  on  the  British  Library’s
EMI/BIRS microfilm and to provide fuller and more accurate details of what exactly it was that Fred
was recording.  Likewise the lack of translations of some material in Ukrainian is not due to negligence
or oversight, but simply to lack of time and sometimes of facilities such as the services of an expert
translator whose keen interest in the work overrode any thoughts of profit!  Any reader who expects the
compiler to become intensely knowledgeable in these two languages alone, simply in order to produce a
“perfect” list of song titles for his use is expecting rather a lot and, if he waits for such completeness, he
may have to wait rather a long time.  At least the files which follow should provide a sound basis for
future work and it is hoped that they will be useful to someone.
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